AMDA HIGH SCHOOL CONSERVATORY

AMDA Grooves
A presentation of works by High School Conservatory students

Bring your talents to the AMDA Grooves Series — where students present work from all performing arts genres in a cabaret setting. The AMDA Grooves performances are comprised of acts by individuals or small groups. Whether you play Bach on the piano, present an original monologue, sing a folk song with guitar, present a Shakespeare scene, perform stand-up comedy, or sing with a trio from a musical score, we welcome your creative inspiration.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
(If you think you may participate, consider bringing material or music with you from home.)

☐ All students are invited to audition on the date listed below.

☐ Each student may sign up to audition once as a solo performer and once as part of a duet or group number.

☐ Each audition must be no longer than 3 minutes.

☐ Exact length of each performance will be determined by the audition panel based on final performance selections.

☐ Students must incorporate all notes given by the audition panel.

☐ On-Campus programs: students will be provided with a pianist for auditions and performances, if needed. Dancers that are performing to a music track should come prepared with their music on a phone to the audition.

☐ Online programs: You will be submitting a self-tape for this audition, that our team will instruct you in. Please make sure the self-tape is a performance that you are comfortable with sharing, as the audition self-tape will also be used as the performance.
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